
 

 

 
 
 
WARRANTY CARD MUST BE RETURNED TO APA  
Customers Name________________________invoice nu:_________________  
 
Vehicle  vin _________________  km at fit ______________ rego_______________ 

  
1)  Engine must be fitted by a licensed motor mechanic l/no: ________________ 

 
2)  All heater and radiator hoses to be changed._____________ 
 

3)  Radiator must be serviced and test for leaks._____________ 
 

4)  New thermostat and radiator cap must be fitted. _____________ 
 

5)  New water pump AND TIMING KIT must be fitted. ___ __________ 
 
6)  Inspect and or change all fan belts and fan and hub assembly. _____________ 

 
7)  New oil and oil filter, air filter, fuel filter, to fit. _____________ 

 
8)  Fuel injection pumps to tested or serviced by someone qualified to do so. 

Please provide recepts or test sheet __________ VE PUMP’S MUST HAVE THE PLUNGER LIFT SET TO 
ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS. INLINE PUMPS MUST BE SPILLED TIMED TO THE ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS 
  

9)  Fuel injectors to be tested and or renozzled by someone qualified to do so.  
Please provide recepts or test sheet __________ 

 
10) Glow plugs to be tested and or replaced. _____________ 
 

11) Before starting the engine the oil light or oil gage must show pressure. ____ 
 

12) 1st service must be done on 1000km and then serviced every 5000km 
 

13) Keep all receipts for warranty if not warranty may be void. _____________ 
 
14) This warranty card must be filled in, and sent by post or e-mail or fax back to  APA 

DIESEL ENGINES  FOR WARRANTY TO START OR WARRANTY WILL BE VOIDED .  
 

e-mail apade@tpg.com.au  
Address 5 Yennora ave Yennora   

NSW 2161 
Fax 02 97211076 
 

15) The fitting mechanic sign here _________________________________________ 
Print name here __________________________ date ______________  
 

 

mailto:apade@tpg.com.au


 

 

 

 

WHY YOU ARE READING THIS. 

You are reading because you have perches an engine or parts and service from APA diesel engine’s I Gabi owner of 

APA diesel engines and the boy’s THANK YOU. Please read this warranty as it will help you understand what you 

have perches, it will give some insight of what is covered and what is not and why, below is a list of 

recommendations it is put here for your consideration as any one of thing’s listed could have caused the engine to 

fail and can causes the new engine to fail again. 

 

LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS what really need to be reconditioned with every engine recondition 

FUEL INJECTORS can over or under fuel, cause bore wash, soot the oil, block not spray, and more. 

GLOW PLUGS can stop working, wear out, may burst leaving metal in the bore, and more. 

FUEL INJECTION PUMP can stop working, seize, deliver wrong amount, leak in to the engine and more. 

RADIATOR , all the water hoses and clamps to replace, Timing belt and tensioner, belt idler, water pump, 

thermostat, fan, viscous hub, fan belts, 

REGULAR on time oil changes, fuel filter, air filter, help to keep the engine in good working order. 

CLUTCH KIT  should be change at this time as it is cheaper now with the engine out no labor casts. 

EVERY NEW ENGINE, should have everything change at the same time but if you have did some of them 

already then we are happy to refit it.  
 

 RUNNING IN THE ENGINE 

Things not to do, do not prolong idle the engine, do not allow the engine cruise, do not over speed the engine, do 

not tow, do not over rev the engine no more the 3000 RPM, do not take it  4 wheel driving until 1000km have 

pasted and the 1
st
 service is done, do not lug the engine up hills if it feel like it need to drop a gear then drop down a 

gear, do not  warm the up by letting it idle, drive of slowly and warm it up that way. This is a new reconditioned 

engine please do not try and test the engine by racing it or comparing it to another engine in the same vehicle it is 

still running in and it will be tight. Do not miss services or go over the recommended service period. 

 

Things you must do checking the oil and water every day for the first 2 weeks, normal commonsense driving, if 

you must tow only the minimum, ONLY if you need to warm the engine no more than half a minute, Free way or 

motor way driving vary the speed at all times up and down by 5 to 10 km common sense driving please report 

everything that you are not sure of.   

 

SERVICING THE ENGINE 

Service the engine at APA diesel engine for the first service due at 1000km and then every 5000km for the life 

engine. Servicing at APA diesel engine will get you a discount on that service the cost will be listed on your  service 

sheet. The warranty shell continue if after the 1
st
 service is by APA diesel engine’s service the engine Else were is 

fine Please attach all receipts to this warranty, if you wish to service the engine yourself and you are not a mechanic 

or in the trade or know what you are doing then  DO NOT PLEASE. Please use only the oil recommended oil by 

APA diesel engine and filters. 

 

YOUR WARRANTY 
APA DIESEL ENGINE SHELL WARRANTS THIS ENGINE FOR A PERIOD TIME AND OR KM ON LONG AND 

BEAR ENGINE WHICH EVER OCCURS FIRST THE WARRANTY CODE IS LISTED ON YOUR INVOICE AND  

BELOW. ENGINE MUST BE SERVICE AT 1000KM BY APA DIESEL ENGINES THE FIRST SERVICE IS NOT FREE 

AND IS AT YOUR COST. FOR A DIESEL ENGINE IT MUST BE SERVICED BY LICENSE MOTOR MECHANIC 

EVERY 5000KM AFTER THE FIRST SERVICE AT APA DIESEL ENGINE’S LIKE IN THE SERVICE SHEET THIS 

PLEASE ATTACH ALL RECEIPTS. 

 

ENGINE WITH AFTERMARKET TURBOCHARGER that are not  fitted by Apa 

Your warranty will be stated on the invoice. 

 

UNDER THIS WARRANTY AND ITS BENEFITS. 



 

 

This limited warranty covers the failure of this recondition long and bare engine  due to defects in materials or 

workmanship on the part of the reconditioned for a period of time in months and or  in  km which every occurs first.  

All that is listed on the invoice that is new or reconditioned by APA diesel engine’s if  something is listed on the 

invoice that is used or second hand will only have the used warranty that is 30 day only. Your warranty begins on 

the original purchase date and to the original purchaser it is non transferable it does not renew if replaced during the 

warranty period. Report all that you are unsure of if we tell you it is ok to continue drive and it causes the engine to 

fail then you will be covered. The recommendation list is for your benefit and it strongly advice for to take 

advantage of this list 

The labor is cover under the warranty only if the engine is fitted by APA diesel engine if the engine is fitted by you 

own motor mechanic then they will warrant the labor or if you fit your own then you will warrant the labor. The 

engine is fitted by APA diesel engine the warranty is limited to what is listed on your invoice if it’s not list in the 

invoice but it is on our recommendation’s list then you have requested it to be put back on.  

 

UNDER THIS WARRANTY AND ITS EXCLUSIONS. 

What is not listed on the invoice will not be covered, for example if your diesel injector pump was in good order 

and you tell us to put it back on and we do then that part is not covered by warranty and the consequential damage 

from that part cause the engine to fail then that is not covered. Any part which has not been serviced in accordance 

with reasonable requirements from APA diesel engine requirements and recommendations is fitted to the engine 

that causes the engine to fail will not be covered. Damage caused by installation of and Intercooler to engines that 

are not built for Intercooler and not marked with Intercooler safe on the invoice will not be covered. Related vehicle 

problems is not covered, as well as installation in a vehicle for which it was not designed  for. (Example: the engine 

must be ordered for the exact vehicle in which it is installed. Misuse, maintenance neglect, abuse, vandalism, 

abnormal operation, environmental conditions, or accidents. Internal or external modification with aftermarket 

performance parts or the use of  any other fuel. Engines fitted to vehicle with tyre that are more the 2" larger the 

factory specification will not be covered.  

Overheating of this engine voids any warranty for labor or replacement. All vehicles are equipped with warning 

devices, oil gauges and or lights, temperature gauge, speedometer, any other warning equipment  please be sure to 

use them, if any one of them is inoperative it is the driver responsibility to make sure before driving that they are in 

working order, Damage caused by lack of lubricants or fluids that lead to engine failure will void the warranty. You 

are asked to maintain your vehicle at regular intervals and be able to provide us with those service records. Fuel 

washing, or any other dilution of the engine lubricant can void warranty. Damage from electrolysis or where 

periodic maintenance services required by APA diesel engine have not been performed on time can also void 

warranty. Damage to the engine caused by detonation or pre-ignition caused by using the wrong fuel or in correct 

timing setting’s. Damage caused to engine thrust bearing from defective torque converters, clutch assemblies, 

engine or transmission mounts over loading and towing. Engine’s that are for non turbo if not stated for turbo or 

have been upgraded to do so on the invoice and have been with an aftermarket turbochargers or special order 

engine’s do not qualify for any warranty under this warranty. Vehicles used for racing purposes are not covered. 

Any repairs not authorized or approved by APA diesel engine will void the warranty. Engines removed without 

approval from APA diesel engine to do so will not be covered. 

 

UNDER THIS WARRANTY MAKING A CLAIM. 

In the unlikely event of any preliminary signs of malfunction within the warranty period, the purchaser and or the 

driver MUST  stop the engine and cease all operation immediately and contact APA diesel engines on 02 97211077 

between 8am and 4pm week days EST. Failure to comply with this condition could result in more serious 

consequential damage to the engine and will void any warranty entitlement . All warranty claims are to have the 

original invoice service history and recepts and a completed claim form filled in the engine/vehicle to be sent back 

to APA diesel engine for assessment and diagnoses and repair’s. All fright and towing are to be prepaid by the 

customer. Any repair made without APA diesel engine’s consent will be paid for by the customer. APA diesel 

engine are at 5 Yennora ave Yennora NSW. You know this, its where you made the purchase be it online or by 

phone it is still 5 Yennora ave Yennora NSW wether you made the payment for the engine on line or by phone or by 

direct deposit it still going to APA diesel engine at 5 Yennora ave Yennora NSW. Any attempt to repair the engine 

by a third party will consequent an attempt to tamper with the engine and can result in the warranty been void if 

made without consent from APA diesel engines. Liability under the warranty claim will not accepted by APA diesel 



 

 

engine’s until it has been diagnosed and inspected and deemed warrantable. APA diesel engine’s does not accept 

liability for the warranty claim APA diesel engine’s may in its absolute  discretion recover any out of pocket 

expenses incurred in relation to the warranty claim. APA diesel engine’s accepts the liability under the warranty 

claim within a reasonable time repair, replace, re-recondition the parts supplied or the engine supplied by APA 

diesel engine’s  or the engine fitted by APA diesel engine’s at no cost to the customer. APA diesel engines will not 

pay any third party cost to remove or fit any parts or engine if and engine is sold as a non fitted item then the 

warranty only covers the engine. If there is a dispute arising in relation to the liability or quantum of the warranty 

claim a third parts experts opinion obtained. The third party expert / engineer must be recognised Automotive 

consultant with membership of the SAE and IAME. Any opinion expressed or determination made by the expert 

shell not bind APA diesel engine’s or the customer. APA diesel engine’s declines a claim but make an offer it will 

not be an admission of liability but only as a go will gesture. 

 

DRIVER AND OWNER’S RESPONSIBILITY 

1) To run the engine in as required  

2) To check oil and water levels for the first 2 weeks every day and then on a regular bases 

3) To report anything that is not normal engine operations 

4) To check that all the warning lights and gauge are working prier to driving  DO NOT DRIVE IF NOT         

WORKING. 

5) If an engine is not fitted by APA Diesel Engine’s the warranty list is returned to APA Diesel Engine’s filled 

in and signed. 

6) Not to allow any unqualified person to work or do nay repair or miner adjustment without authorisation 

from APA Diesel Engines. 

7) To use the right fuel in engine marked, diesel in diesel engine, petrol in petrol engines, Gas in Gas and 

petrol engine, DO NOT USE GAS IN DIESEL ENGINE’S. 

8) To stop the engine as soon as any sign of anything is wrong or anything that could cause the engine to fail 

and contact APA Diesel Engine’s.   

 

WE ARE SORRY FOR ALL THE CONDITION’S THAT ARE HERE BUT THEY ARE HERE AS SOME 

PEOPLE CAN BE HURTFUL ILL RESPONSIBLE AND BEND THE TRUTH. 

 

PLEASE BE TRUTHFUL, THEN WE WILL BEND OVER BACKWARDS TO HELP. 

          OIL TYPE PENRITE HPR DIESEL 20W60 IN ALL DIESEL ENGINE. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APA ONLY 1ST SERVICE @ 1000KM  

 

 

1ST  SERVICE COST $290.00 
 

APA STAMP HERE  

KM _____________________________Signature  

 

NO:-2 @5000KM 

 

Km________________________ 

 

Date_______________________ 

 

Signature___________________ 

 

Please Stamp  

NO:-3 @ 10000KM 

 

Km________________________ 

 

Date_______________________ 

 

Signature___________________ 

 

Please Stamp 

NO:-4 @ 15000KM 

 

Km________________________ 

 

Date_______________________ 

 

Signature___________________ 

 

Please Stamp 

N0:-5 @ 20000K 

 

Km________________________ 

 

Date_______________________ 

 

Signature___________________ 

 

 

Please Stamp 

N0:-6 @25000KM 

Km________________________ 

 

Date_______________________ 

 

Signature___________________ 

 

Please Stamp 

N0:-7 @ 30000KM 

Km________________________ 

 

Date_______________________ 

 

Signature___________________ 

 

Please Stamp 

 

 


